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On brand

BNF Publications 

BNF Publications provides authoritative and 
practical information on the selection and 
clinical use of medicines.

Our brand reflects our values and is the 
voice of who we are and what we stand for. 
Therefore, it is important that our identity is 
represented in a consistent manner.

Our brand is serious and respectable; it 
is intriguing. It is not playful. Our visual 
language is authoritative, yet familiar in a 
way that is approachable and accessible.

Our tone of voice is: trustworthy, concise, 
scientific, non-flowery, factual, professional. 
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On brand

What makes a brand? A brand is a careful 
and thoughtful composition of many design 
elements. It is the written tone of voice — 
and the tone of the visual language.

It is a unified experience and a perception, 
an emotional connection, an organisation’s 
personality both tangible and intangible.

Our brand is our wordmark, and the 
wordmarks of our publications.

Our brand is the typography, colour, and 
imagery that provide structure and meaning 
to every piece of printed material we 
produce and every digital service we offer.
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Wordmark

Our identity 

The success of the British National Formulary 
is such that a majority of our readers now 
recognise the acronym “BNF” as well as, if 
not better than, the full title.

Our organisation is “BNF Publications”; never 
“British National Formulary Publications”.

The wordmark that defines our organisation 
is authoritative, to the point, and stands on 
its own. It is not adorned nor decorated.

Its personality comes from the unique 
characteristics of the typeface and the 
relationship of the letters to one another. 
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Wordmark

The wordmark must always be used at a size 
that is legible and proportional in scale to the 
objects on the page. While it may command 
the top of hierarchical content, the same is 
not always true for page layout.

It is important to keep a margin of space 
around the wordmark. This exclusion 
area helps clarify the relationship of the 
wordmark to other page elements and 
remove any unintended correlation.

Our wordmark

Equal margin on four sides, equivalent to 100% the x-height.

The x-height is the distance between the baseline and midline of a letter — 

approximately the height of an unextended lowercase letter.

12mm

12mm
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Wordmark

The wordmark is black. Always.
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Wordmark

Even on colour backgrounds.
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Do not

Use a colour wordmark.

Do not

Reverse out the canvas.
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Do not

Use tints of black or any transparency.

Do not

Attach to a horizontal or vertical  rule.
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Do not

Seperate or rearrange the words in any way.

Do not

Rotate, extend or otherwise distort.
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Do not

Add additional text or sub-brand the mark.

Do not

Attempt to recreate with another font.

Wordmark

Advisory Board
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Extended family 

The wordmark for BNF Publications is one 
member of a family of identities that include 
our printed and digital publications. Each 
product has its own personality but remains 
identifiably linked to the organisation.

The rules that apply to the treatment and 
presentation of our organisation’s wordmark 
apply to the wordmarks of our publications. 
Their shared attributes are essential to a 
comprehensive and connected lineage.
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Wordmark

BNF (British National Formulary)
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Wordmark

BNF for Children
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Wordmark

Nurse Prescribers’ Formulary for Community Practitioners
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Typography

Character 

Bold, deliberate typography is fundamental 
to our brand identity. A direct and clean 
presentation reinforces our factual, scientific 
values. Our chosen typeface conveys this 
attitude but is also welcoming: characters 
composed of subtle curves and arches.

FF Dagny is a versatile, sans serif typeface 
available in many weights. It is well suited 
to render both body text at small sizes and 
headlines at large while maintaining good 
contrast and high legibility.

Every publication cover, newsletter, printed 
collateral or digital application we release 
is set in FF Dagny. Use four weights to 
establish heirarchy and create emphasis: 
Regular, Italic, Bold and Black.

Where licensing restrictions or digital 
constraints exist use Franklin Gothic, then 
Helvetica or Arial as fonts to fall back on.
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Ceftrixaone

RANITIDINE

Methotrexate

RIVAROXABAN

Sildenafil

TOLAZOLINE

Lidocaine

PHENYTOIN

Typography17



abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Typography

Regular

Use Regular for body copy.

Italic

Use Italic for emphasis and for the titles of 
publications or articles in body copy. Useful 
for selected navigation states on the web.
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abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Typography

Bold

Use Bold for headings.

Black

Use Black for page titles and essential 
information. Carefully consider hierarchy; 
use once or twice, at most, in a layout.
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Supporting elements

Typography is a keystone of our visual design 
language. Additional, basic visual cues can 
support and reinforce its impact and the 
meaning of our words.

Section rule 

Use a hairline rule to divide a page.

A rule — or line — is a simple and powerful 
way to draw attention to a word, assign 
importance and rank, indicate an active 
state, or differentiate content.

0.5pt
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pharmacology

William
Allen

Drugs

Typography

The height of a horizontal rule — or the width of a vertical — is 40% the x-height.

The space between the baseline of a word and a horizontal rule — or the margin 

before the first letter and a vertical — is 70% the x-height.

Round decimals to the 

nearest whole number.

The x-height is the distance between the baseline and midline of a letter — 

approximately the height of an unextended lowercase letter.

~14pt (40%)

~23pt (70%)

~23pt
(70%)

~23pt (70%)

34pt (100%)

~31pt (90%)

Attach to the TOP, LEFT, or BOTTOM of 
words, list items or paragraphs of text.
Use prominently, yet sparingly.

Use colour to create contrast.
A colour rule nevers follow colour text. 

Typographic rule

Medicines

34pt (100%)

34pt (100%)

~14pt (40%)

34pt (100%)

~23pt (70%)
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Colour

Intent 

Colour flows through BNF Publications.
Vibrant colour has defined the look of 
our publications for over thirty years. Our 
publications are recognised for their use of 
colour, and it is with that recognition that 
colour moves to the forefront of our brand.

The brand palette is composed of colours 
that match the vibrancy of our book covers, 
drawn from a long historical precedent.

The primary and secondary choices together 
form a deliberate and flexible colour system.

Black

Pantone Black 6 C

sRGB 16 24 32 HEX #101820
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Primary

Pantone 1787 C Pantone 1495 C

sRGB 244 54 76 sRGB 255 143 28HEX #F4364C HEX #FF8F1C

Pantone 115 C Pantone 2285 C

sRGB 253 218 36 sRGB 147 218 73HEX #FDDA24 HEX #93DA49

Pantone 3115 C Pantone 2715 C

sRGB 0 193 213 sRGB 139 132 215HEX #00C1D5 HEX #8B84D7

Secondary

Pantone 3262 C Pantone 1915 C

sRGB 0 191 179 sRGB 239 74 129HEX #00BFB3 HEX #EF4A81

Pantone 1915 C

sRGB 255 184 28 HEX #FFB81C
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Colour

Method

Our colour system is constructed by 
choosing one base colour and adding the 
two analogous colours that are adjacent 
to the base colour’s complement colour. 
This approach is referred to as a “Split-
Complementary” scheme.

By choosing three base colours for our 
secondary colour palette, we can derive a 
total of six colours for the primary colour 
palette — or vice versa. Each set includes 
three colours (two primary, one secondary) 
that fit naturally with one another.

Base

Analogous
(to complement)

Analogous
(to complement)

Complement
(of base)
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Colour

Red / Orange / Green-Blue

Yellow / Green / Violet-Red

Blue / Violet / Orange-Yellow
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Using colour

Colour is at the heart of our printed collateral 
and digital canvases. Our nine-colour palette 
provides an effortless versatility.

No single material needs to be identical.

Use the range of colours to create many 
variations on the same theme.

Apply colour to different visual elements on 
a page to add contrast and harmony.

Often, one colour is sufficient to give 
material a unique identity. For a richer effect, 
pair two related colours together.

Do not use more than two colours together.

Areas of colour 

Section information with blocks of colour.
Try aligning to the right for visual weight.
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Colour pairs

Colour

Blue + Violet Blue + Orange-Yellow Violet + Orange-Yellow

Red + Orange Red + Green-Blue Orange + Green-Blue

Yellow + Green Yellow + Violet-Red Green + Violet-Red
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In application

Our identity 

Our brand guidelines demonstrate the 
fundamental components of our design 
system. The often detailed specifications 
are to ensure consistency and prevent 
unintended mistakes.

While some rules are necessarily strict, how 
the brand components are implemented 
is more open to interpretation. It is always 
important to maintain a sense of continuity, 
but do not let creativity suffer as a result.
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In application

The examples that follow cover a variety of 
mediums, from traditional print collateral to 
the web, to digital and mobile. No two are 
quite the same, but they are all extensions 
of the BNF Publications brand.
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In application

Books: BNF

The BNF is published biannually. Our primary 
colour palette provides six colours, for six 
unique book covers over three years. 

The sequence of book cover colours is:
Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet.
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Books: BNF for Children

The BNF for Children is published annually. 
Our secondary colour palette provides three 
colours, for one unique book cover every 
year over three years.

The sequence of book cover colours is: 
Green-Blue, Violet-Red, Orange-Yellow.
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The Nurse Prescribers’ Formulary for 
Community Practioners is published 
biennially. The cover is the same as the 
edition of the BNF at time of publication.

Books: Nurse Prescribers’ Formulary for Community Practitioners

If the colour of an edition of the NPF would 
repeat the previous edition, use the second 
colour from the BNF pair.
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Business card

One person, six colours.

In application36



Letterhead

In six colours.

In application37



Place name

One colour per person; nine to choose from.

In application38



Social media

Use colour pairs to match avatars and links.

In application

@BNFormulary @BNFormulary @BNFormulary

In some circumstances, 

the “BNF” wordmark 

may stand in for “BNF 

Publications”.
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iOS

In application40



In application41



iOS

In application42



In application43



Android

In application44



In application45



Android

In application46



In application47



Website

In application48



In application49



Website

In application50
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